Name :

Seven Continents - Riddles
1)

I have the largest desert in the world



























‘Sahara’, and I am the oldest inhabited
continent also known as the





‘Dark Continent’. Which continent am I?

























2)

I cover nearly one-third of the Earth’s

3)

























I am the smallest continent in the

surface. I have the two most populous

world. I am also known as the ‘Island

countries in the world.

continent’. Which continent am I?

Which continent am I?

4)

The Atacama Desert, one of the driest

5)

I am the only continent with no deserts.

places on Earth and the Amazon Rainforest,

The largest and the smallest countries

the largest rainforest in the world are both

in the world are found here.

within my landmass.

Which continent am I?

Which continent am I?

6)

I am the 3rd largest continent in the

7)

My other name is ‘Frozen Continent’

world in terms of area and 4th largest in

and scientists from different parts of the

terms of population.

world are excited about my climate,

Which continent am I?

weather, geology and wildlife.
Which continent am I?
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Name :

Answer key

Seven Continents - Riddles
1)

I have the largest desert in the world



























‘Sahara’, and I am the oldest inhabited
continent also known as the





‘Dark Continent’. Which continent am I?























Africa
2)

I cover nearly one-third of the Earth’s



3)

























I am the smallest continent in the

surface. I have the two most populous

world. I am also known as the ‘Island

countries in the world.

continent’. Which continent am I?

Which continent am I?

Asia
4)

The Atacama Desert, one of the driest

Australia
5)

I am the only continent with no deserts.

places on Earth and the Amazon Rainforest,

The largest and the smallest countries

the largest rainforest in the world are both

in the world are found here.

within my landmass.

Which continent am I?

Which continent am I?

South America
6)

I am the 3rd largest continent in the

Europe
7)

My other name is ‘Frozen Continent’

world in terms of area and 4th largest in

and scientists from different parts of the

terms of population.

world are excited about my climate,

Which continent am I?

weather, geology and wildlife.
Which continent am I?

North America
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Antarctica

